Sustainable Design
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It is predicted that sustainability is
going to take over sooner than we
thougth. Sustainable fashion is not
easy to achieve. In the above image,
different steps of producing an outfit
is shown and we need to practice
sustainability in every single step and
Tony Ward is aiming to achieve that.

If we design intelligently, we will no
longer face the problem of waste,
contamination or scarcity. Good
design would allow for andless reuse
and pleasure and this is sustainablity.
In fashion design unlike other design
areas we rarely think about afterlife
our creation. At Tony Ward we are
aiming to take fashion design to
another level. This is why when our
creative designers start working on a
collection, not only they think about
how the design is going to be
constructed, they also think about its
deconstruction and reinvention. We
want to give our clothing the value of
gold. Tony Ward pieces never lose
their value, just like energy which is
never destroyed and can only be
transformed from one form to
another, our pieces live forever.

Sustainable choice of material

Microsilk by Boltthreads

At Tony Ward, we are always trying
to make more sustainable choices.
This is why we source our fabrics
from eco-friendly manufacturers.
Our silks are made of orange fibers
and spider webs. Some fabrics are
made of pineapple leaves and
wood pulps. Some of our fabric
manufacturers are shown here.

Orange Fiber

Eastman naia

Pinatex

Production
In Tony Ward ateliers, ethics
are practiced everyday. The
well-being of the entire team
is our first priority. That is why
we pay extra attention to our
working space.
Also at Tony Ward we try to
find local manufacturers for
our atelier. By doing so, we
reduce the cost of shipping
and help local communities as
well.
Although we are not
specialized in finishing, but
sometimes in order to add an
extra luxe to our creations we
practice dying our fabrics with
natural dyes to achieve the
DNA of Tony Ward designs
which is playing with light and
transparency.

Labeling and packaging
At Tony Ward, every single step
matters to us. This is why we don’t label
our creations in conventional ways. Our
handmade cellulose labels are living
materials. They contain seeds of native
flowers of Lebanon, our homeland, to
bring you even more joy. The labels are
100% biodegradable and we believe
the lagacy of Tony Ward continues in
your gardens or your small vases. As for
our packaging we cooperate with the
talented team of noissue who are
specialized in manufacturing
biodegrable and chic packaging made
of wood pulp sourced from
sustainably-managed forests that are
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
certified. It’s also printed with soybased ink, a sustainable alternative to
traditional petroleum-based ink.

Costumers
Tony Ward mission continues even when an outfi t is sold. We ask you as our loyal
costumers to bring back your Tony Ward whenever you think you have had enough of
it. We can deconstruct and reinvent it to another exciting design for you or we can offer
you a discount on your next purchase. Our skilled artisans at Tony Ward are ready to
help you with that. We do recycling and upcycling in our ateliers for you. In the next
page, an upcycled design is shown.

Fashion forcasting agencies predict that earthy and
pastel color palettes are going to dominate the industry
after this pandemic (the color of frames in this
brochure). This might be true but we should not forget
that people also need hope, joy and motivation coming
out of this crisis. This is why I suggest brighter and more
joyful colors to celebrate hopefully a better and
healthier lifestyle that we are going to have in the years
ahead. The colors are shown on the left.

Tony Ward reinvention project
collected and produced by
Halleh Atri
April- May 2020

Sustainable Design example
Upcycling

Tony Ward Fall-Winter 2017

Upcycled Tony Ward Fall-Winter 2017

